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In [3] we considered those finite groups G having a standard subgroup A,
such that m2(CG(A)) > 1 and A/Z(A) is of known type. The goal of this paper
is to settle certain ambiguities that were not dealt with in [3]. In the case
A^G2(4) we showed that G was "of Conway type", although we did not actually
prove that G^Coλ, For the case ^4/Z(^t)^L3(4) we appealed to the results of
Nah [7] to conclude that (AGy^Suz or He. However, there were errors in
[7] which put the results in question. Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Let A be a standard subgroup of the finite group G. Suppose

that m2(CG(A))>l and A/Z(A)^L3(4) or G2(4). Then one of the following

holds:

i) A<G;

ii) A^G2(4) and <04G>^CV,

iii) A^L3(4) or SL3(4) and <AG>^Suz or Suz/Z3; or
iv) A\Z{A)^L3(\\ Z(A)^Z2xZ2, aand (AG>^He.

The method of proof is to choose certain 2-groups in ACG(A) and push-up
their normalizers. Eventually, we determine the structure of the centralizer
of a central involution at which point we can quote an appropriate recognition
theorem.

Throughout the paper we use the following notation. A is a standard
subgroup of G, R(=Syl2(CG(A)) and m(R)>l. We assume A<\G and that
G is a minimal counterexample to this theorem.

Much of the mathematics in this paper was completed at the 1979 Summer
Institute on Finite Simple Groups in Santa Cruz, sponsored by the American
Mathematical Society and funded by the National Science Foundation. We
began the project as a result of conversations at the conference with various col-
leagues. Moreover our four weeks in Santa Cruz provided a good opportunity
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for collaboration.

1. Pushing-up and cores

We have AjZ{A)^Lz{A) or G2(4). In the first case let E, F be 2-subgrouρs
of AR such that R<Ef]F and such that Z{A)E\RZ{A) and Z{A)F\RZ{A) are
the two E16 subgroups in a Sylow 2-subgroup of RAjRZ{A). If A\Z{A)^G2(\\
let A1/Z(A) be the subgroup generated by all long root subgroups in a fixed
system of root subgroups of G2(4). Then A1/Z(A)^SL3(4) and we may choose
corresponding subgroups E and F of AXR.

The first stage of the development of the 2-local structure of G is concerned
with the groups NG(E) and NG(F). In this section we study these groups and
make certain other observations that apply to each of the possible configurations.
In later sections we look at individual cases.

(1.1) (i) R is elementary abelian.
(ii) There exists g£ΞG-N(A) with Rg<C(R). For any such gf Rg<AR.

Proof. The second assertion in (ii) follows from (20.1) of [2]. The rest of
(ii) then follows from (3.3) of [3]. Also, (3.2) of [3] gives (i).

(1.2) Let Z b e a quasisimple group with Z(X) an elementary abelian 2-group
and XjZ(X)^Lz (4). Let H/Z(X) and KjZ{X) be the E16 subgroups in a Sylow
2-subgroup of X\Z(X). Then

( i ) H and K are elementary abelian
(ii) HΠK=Z(HK); and
(iii) NX(H) (resp. NX(K)) is the split extension of H (resp. K) by L2(4).

Proof. NX(H)/Z(X) is the split extension of H\Z(X) by L2(4), and H\Z(X)
is the natural module for L2(4). In particular, NX(H) is transitive on (H/Z(X)f.
Thus, each coset of Z{X) in H consists of involutions. This proves (i). (ii)
follows from (i) and the fact that {Hς\K)jZ{X)=Z{HKjZ{X)). (iii) holds
since a Sylow 2-subgroup of a complement to HjZ(X) in Nx{H)jZ(X) is con-
jugate to (H Π K)jZ(X).

(1.3) ( i ) R^E4.
(ii) RgRZ{A)jRZ{A) is a root subgroup of RA\RZ{A\ and for suitable

choice of g, it is a long root subgroup.
(iii) If A\Z(A)^G2(\\ then Z(A) = 1.
(iv) If I Z(A) I is odd, then Rg f] A= 1 provided Rg projects to a long root

subgroup of AI Z(A).

Proof, (i) follows from (ii). Suppose A/Z(A)^L3(4). ChoosegEΞG-N(A)
with Rg<AR, and let lφx(ΞRg. By (1.2) we have x central in a Sylow 2-
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subgroup, say D, of AR. Then D<N(C(A8)). As D is generated by ele-
mentary subgroups of order 24 | i2|, we conclude that D<AgRg<C(Rg). (ii)
follows. Suppose that \Z(A)\ is odd. Then D^Syl2(AR)r\Syl2(AgRg) and
D'=Z(D) Π A=Z(D) Π A8. Consequently, (iv) holds.

Suppose A/Z(A)^G2(4). Then (iii), (ii), and (iv) follow from (8.3),
(8.9), and (8.6) of [3], respectively.

(1.4) NOTATION. If A/Z(A)^L3(4), let Aλ = A. If A/Z(A)^G2(4), then
Z(A) = 1 and we let Ax be the group generated by all long root subgroups in a
fixed system of root subgroups of A. In either case A1 is quasisimple and
A1IZ(A1)^L3(4). In the second case Aι^SL3(4). Choose a fixed Sylow
2-subgroup of AXR and let E/R and F/R be the corresponding E16 subgroups.
By (1.2) and (1.3) E^F^E64 and Ef]F=Z(EF). Moreover, we may take
g<=G such that EΓiF=RxRg.

Let Ω=EG\JFG. We will refer to elements of Ω as planes, elements of
RG as points, and elements of (E Π F)G as lines.

(1.5) Suppose that | Z{A) | is odd. Then
(i) E—A is partitioned by its 16 points.
(ii) N(E)=P0(N(E)f]N(R))y with P0<N(E) and Po/CP o(£)^£ 1 6, regular

on the 16 points of E. P0=O(CG(E))X O2(P0).

Proof. By (1.3) (iv) and (3.6) of [3], Ef]F contains 4 points and the non-
identity elements of these points partition (EΓiF)-A. Now E contains 5
lines that contain R, these being conjugate under NAl(E). This proves (i).

Since Rgf]A1=ly NAi(E) is transitive on the 15 points of E, other than R.
Since E^E64) E<AgRg and NAg(E) is transitive on the 15 points of E other
than Rg. Thus, N(E) is 2-transitive on the 16 points in E. The 16 points
and 20 lines in E form an affine plane, so all but the last sentence of (ii) follows
from Theorem 1 of [8]. P0=[NA(E), P0]CPo(E) and CPo(E)=EO(CG(E)) with
[O(CG(E)),NA(E)]<[O(NG(R)),NA(E)]=l, so P0=O(C(E))xO2(P0).

(1.6) Suppose | Z(A) \ is even. Then

( i ) R<A.
(ii) E contains 6 points.
(iii) N{E)jC{E) contains A6, the 3-fold cover of A6, as a normal subgroup,
(iv) There is a 3-element acting as an outer diagonal automorphism of A

and transitive on R*.

Proof. By (3.6) of [3] E ΓΊ F contains either 4 points or 2 points. In the first
case we argue as in (1.5) to conclude that N(E) is 2-transitive on the 16 points
of E and there exists D<N(E) with D inducing a regular normal subgroup on
RG Π E. Then [D, E] < NG(E) and one checks that E= [D, E] X R. But then EF
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splits over R, contradicting \Z(A)\ even. Therefore, EΠF contains exactly 2
points, E contains exactly 6 points, and (ii) holds.

Let LtΞSyl3(NA(EF)). Then L<NG(Ef]F), so L stabilizes each of the
two points in E Π F. Therefore, Rg=[L, E Π F]. By symmetry (iv) holds, and
since \Z(A)\ is even, R<A, proving (i). Now N(E)ΠN(R) contains a sub-
group inducing A5χZ3 on E, where the Z3 factor stabilizes each point in E.
Since NAg(E) moves R, we conclude that N(E) induces S6 or A6 on the points of
E. Since O\N{E)) acts irreducibly on E as an F2-sρace, and since N(E)jC{E)
contains a normal subgroup of order 3, we see that E may be regarded as 3-
dimensional i^-space for either 3 A6 or A6xZ3. But SL3(4 )^A6χZ3, so
the latter case is not possible. This proves (iii).

(1.7) Let X<=N$(Ey 2') and Y=C4*w>. Then either
(i) X = l ; o r
(ii) Y\Z(Y)^Suz, He, or Cou and X=O(CG(A)).

Proof. Suppose Xφϊ. Then X=YlR(X)<N{A), and since U*W{E9 2')=
{O(C(A))}y X=O(C(A)). Similary, X=O(C(AS)) for each g^N(E). As
NG(E)^N(A), (ii) holds by minimality of |G\.

(1.8) Suppose G contains a 2-central involution, z, such that (CG(#)/0CG(#)))(oo)

is isomorphic to the centralizer of a 2-central involution in one of the groups
Suz, He, or Cox. Then O(CG(z))=l.

Proof. We may assume that z^E is a 2-central involution in N(A), and as
CG(#)(OO) is 2-constrained, ^ is not conjugate to an involution in R. As E<
N(OG(C(z))y (1.7) imples that O(CG(z))<O(CG(L)). Suppose O(CG(z))φl, let
Z=O(CG(^)) and y=<;4"<x>>. Then [J5Γ, Y]=l.

Suppose R<N(Yg). As | Aut(F^): Yg\<2,RΓ\Yg contains an involution,
r. Then E(Cγ(r))^A, so that X*<C(^ίi?). Thus X=X* and F = y ^ . That
is, R fixes precisely one point in YG. Now suppose zE:N(Yg). Then z cen-
tralizes a y^-conjugate of i?^, and it follows from Gleason's lemma that <i?cβ(2)>
is transitive on the elements of Y° fixed by z. But <i?CGί(z)>< y. So z fixes a
unique element of YG and the result follows from Holt's Theorem [6].

For the remainder of this section we operate under the following hypo-
theses:

(1.9) ( i ) z is a 2-central involution in G;
(ii) There is an extraspecial subgroup X<CG(z) such that \X\=27 or

29and<>>EΞSyl2(C(X));
(iii) X is weakly closed in a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of CG(z), with respect

CG(z); and
(iv) If g<=CG(z) and m(XΠXg)>l, then X=XS.
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(1.10) Assume Hypothesis (1.9). Then X is strongly closed with respect to
CG(z) in a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of CG(z).

The proof of (1.10) will be carried out in a series of steps. Assume the
result to be false.

(1.11) There existsg^CG{z) such that setting Y=ζX,X*>, B=Nx(Xg), D=
Nχg(X), and I=Xf)Xg, the following hold:

( i ) Y/BD^L2(2n)y Sz(2u)y or D2n for n odd;
(ii) BD/I is the sum of natural modules for Y/BD; and
(iii) I<D.

Proof. Use (2.4) of [12].

(1.12) 7^Z 2 , Z4, or Q8.

Proof. This is (iv) of Hypotheses (1.9).

(1.13) 7^Z 2 .

Proof. Suppose otherwise and let bars denote images in C(^)/<^>. We
have m(X_) = m(B) + m{XIB) = m(Dl+ tn(XjCχ(D). Also, m(D)>m(XIB) =
m(X/Cx(D)). For JGΞD*, [X, D]=B=Cχ(d)y so by (7.6) of [2], B is abelian.
We conclude from these facts that either \X\=27 with m(D)=3y or \X\=29

with m(D)=4r. The first case is out since this would force each l φ J e D to
act on X as a b3 involution of Of(2), whereas £2 (̂2) contains no such involutions.
Hence \X\=29.

Now Y[BD^L2(24) and BD/I is the natural module, so there exists a
subgroup J<Y such that / induces Z15 on each of B, D, and X\B. Viewing
J<ku\(X)y we see that Aut(X)/Inn(X)^O£(2), B is a singular 4-space of
X, and D is contained in the unipotent radical of the stabilizer in O£(2) of B.
Let T be this unipotent radical. Then Γ* consists of 28 #4 involutions and
35 remaining involutions of type a2. Also, T=DxDly where D^E4 and /
induce Z3 on Dlm Therefore, D\ consists of the 3 aA involutions fixed by O5(J)
and J acts semiregularly on the a2 involutions in T. This is numerically im-
possible.

(1.14) ( i ) Y=Cγ(I)oI if and only if I^QS.
(ii) O2(Y)<C(7).
(iii) If Y=O\Y)Iy then 7^Q 8 .

Proof. If Y=CY(I)I and 7^Z 4 , then X<Y<C(I)y a contradiction.
On the otherhand, if 7^Q 8, then Q=CQ(I)Iy so Y=Cy(7)7. Thus (i) holds,
(iii) follows from (i) and (ii), and (ii) follows from the fact that Y centralizes
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both / and <#>.

(1.15) \X:B\=2.

Proof. Suppose false. Then Y/BD is a Bender group and Y=O\Y)L
By (1.14) (iii) /~Q 8 , and by (1.14) (i) Y=CY{I)L Set W^CY(I) and V=WΠX.
Then m(V)=4 or 6, and one of the following holds:

(a) | X | = 2 6 , W/O2(W)^L2(4)y and O2(W) the natural module; or
(b) | X | = 2 8 , PF/O2(PF)^L2(8), and O2(lF) is the natural module; or
(c) | X | = 2 8 , TF/O2(V)^L2(4), and O2(l?) is the sum of two copies of

the natural module.

Set E=Df]W and consider the action of E on X. Since E<C(I), either
E<Oί(2) or £<Oί(2), according to \X\ =26 or 28. If (b) holds, then E con-
sists of £3 involutions in Of(2), whereas Ωf(2) contains no b3 involutions. If
(c) holds then E^E16 and E<C(B). Since B is a 4-sρace in the 6-space V, E
centralize a proper non-degenerate subspace of F. However, m{O±(l, 2))<4
for /<6. Therefore, (c) does not hold. Suppose (a) holds. Then (^(WO^i^,
Bf] W^ES, and we may regard E<Ot(2). Then each e^E% is an a2 involution
in Oί(2), and so E<Ωt(2)^S3xS3. But then E is a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of
Ωί(2), whereas Ωί(2) contains c2 involutions. This is a contradiotion.

(1.16) / ^ Z 4 .

Proof. Otherwise / ^ Q 8 and by (1.15) m(DXjX)=3 or 5, according to
whether | X | = 2 6 or 28. By (1.14) (i), D centralize /, so D<Of(2), or Of(2),
respectively. But m(Oϊ(2))=2 and m(Oί(2))=4. This is impossible.

(1.17) I^Z4.

Proof. Suppose I^Z4. Then by (1.15), m(DII)=m—2, tn=m(X) while
by (1.11), B/I=CX/I(D). This is impossible as (Aut(Z) Π N(I))IC(XlI)^Spm.2(2)
is of 2-rank m—3.

In view of (1.16) and (1.17), the proof of (1.10) is now complete.

2. Suz

In this section we assume that \Z(A)\ is odd and AIZ(A)^L3(4). That
is A^L3(4) or 5L3(4). We maintain the notation of §1. In addition, we set
p=:O2(P,)y where Po is as in (1.5). Set Z=A Π Z(EF) and S=FCP(RZ/Z).

(2.1) ( i ) E=CPF(E);

(ii) P/E=O2(NG(E)IE)^E16 and PQ=PxO{CG(E)\ so P=O2(NG(E)).
(iii) (Sf]P)IE^E4; and
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(iv)

Proof. These are all clear, given 1.5.

(2.2) ( i ) S=NPS£F);
(ii) | ί " I = 4 .
(iii) S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(Z) Π C{RZjZ) Π N(E) Π N(F).
(iv)

Proof. Since S/E^E16, EF<S. The groups E and P are the unique
subgroups of EF isomorphic to £64, and S<N(E). Therefore, S<N(F).
(i) follows from this and the fact that SIE=NPS/E(FEIE). (ii) follows from (i).
Let S< T, with T Sylow in C(Z) Π C(RZjZ) Π N(E) Π iV(P). As S is transitive
on the points in RZ, T<SNT(R). But NT(R)=EF, so (iii) holds.

To obtain (iv) let T=<(FΓiA)p>. Since TEIE=S/E^El6, it will suffice
to show that Ef)A<T. Suppose otherwise and let W= [P,/], where / e
Sγ\3(NA(EF)). PI(EΠ A) is abelian since NA(E) is transitive on (P/£)*. Thus
I PF| = 44 and TFΠ ̂  = 1. As Z< T and T is /-invariant, Γ Π (5Π ̂ 4)=Z and
T=(FΠA)Wly where Wλ=T(λW. As / acts irreducibly on W /̂Z and on Z,
Wi is abelian. Also TF1=TIΠ W<W. Choosing an appropriate conjugate of F
we obtain W 2e PFf(£) with ΪF2< W and P^ Π ϊΓ 2 =l. Therefore, W is abelian.

We show W is elementary abelian as follows. Let / G ( ί T l i ) - Z . Let
£ G P such that/^=/^!, with w^Wj—Z. As/* is an involution, /inverts α .̂
If IF is not elementary, then | ̂  | = 4 anZ letting g vary, / inverts Wv Now let
/vary and obtain a contradiction.

Consider N=N(W) and let bars denote images in NfW. The involutions
in WR are in PFU£, so R°Γ\WR=RW. We conclude that N has a standard
subgroup I^L 2 (4) with i?eSyl2(C]v(£)). By [1], £(2V)^L2(4), A99 HJ, or
M12. As \W\=2* and 11 does not divide |GL(8,2)|, E(N)^M12. Suppose

A9. Then ^ ~ F in ΪV(ίF) and it follows that Λ G Π^Φ0, which is not
the case. Next, suppose E(N)^HJ. For f<=(FPιA)-Z, we have [f,W]=
W1=Cw(f), and / is a 2-central involution of £(N"). Viewing N<Aut(W) we
then have E(N)=<kCjr(f) \f £Ξ(Ff) ̂ -ZyK^W^. This is impossible.

We are left with the case E(N)^L2(4 ). Clearly, W is weakly closed in
a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of N(W), and applying Theorem 4 of [5] we conclude that
W is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. The main theorem of [5]
gives a contradiction.

Define P(F)=O2(NG(F))y so that (P, £) is symmetric to (P(F), F). By 2.2
(i) and (iii), S=FCP(RZIZ)=ECP(F)(RZIZ).

(2.3) Let XΪΞP(F)-S, F0=(Ef)A)(E*nP), and #=<P,P(P)>. Then
( i ) EX(]E=Z and S = £ £ *
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(ii) Pf}S=EF0 and E and Fo are the maximal elementary abelian 2-

subgroups of P Π S. Also E^F0.

(iii) F«= {Foy Fp} and EH= {E, (Exy}.

(iv) £1Γ\S=FE\JEB and NG(S) act on {FH,E*}.

(v) i/ induces ^45 on EH.

Proof. L e t A e P - S . FΠF*Π^=ZandFf)F h<E, so Ff)Fh=Z. Then

151 = IFFAI, so S=FFh. So (i) follows from (2.2) (iii) which guarantees sym-

metry between E and F. (i) implies (ii).

If [/ΠPφl for some point Uin E\ then C/Π^oΦl* s o a s m(Fo)=-~-(>, U<F0

and Fo is a plane. On the otherhand if UΓ\P=l for each point U in Z?* and

each x<=P(F)—S, then <(£ Π A)P(F)> = Fo is of order 64, contradicting 2.2

(iii) and (iv).

So .Fo is a plane. By (1.3) EΓ\A intersects each point of G trivially, and so

Fo—(Ef]A) is partitioned by its points and Ef)A=F0Γ\Ay for each point

Ry<F0. F0E<P so by fii), F0<P. Then P<O2\C(F0ΠAy)ΠN(F0))=P(F0)y

so P=P(F0).

Let V be a plane in 5. If F < P , then V=E or F o by (ii). Suppose V^P.

V=O2\CG(V)),soZ<V. AsV^PandP=CSP(e)foreζΞ(EpιA)-Z,VΓί(EΓiA)

=Z. If VΠEφZ, then F contains some point Rj oϊ E, for J G P . Then

jRZ^K^"1, so F G F . This leaves the case VPιE = Z. The involutions in

Sf]P are F*O[JE*. Hence | F o : V Π F o I = 4> a n d a s ^ 0 — ^ is partitioned by

its points, V Π Fo is a line. However, P is transitive on the lines in Fo, through

Z, so VΓϊF0^(ExUF0)
p. It follows that V<=(EX)P. It has now been shown

that

= {E}F0}l)Fp[J(Exy.

Notice that (Ex)p is precisely the set of F G S ( Ί Ω such that VΓ\E=Z,

while F0Π-F=Z. By symmetry between E and F, {Fo} \jFp=(F)[J(Fh)p^\

for A e P - 5 . Therefore, {Fo} U F i > =F £ r . By symmetry, EH= {E} U (£")p, and

so (iii) and (iv) hold, (v) follows from (iii).

(2.4) S is special with Z(S)=Z.

Proof. E\Z<Z(S\Z), so by (2.3) (i), [S, S]<Z. [R, S]=Z so [5,5]=

Φ(5)=Z. Z(S)<CS(R)=EF with CE(S)=Z, SO the lemma holds.

(2.5) Z(SP/Z) = (EnA)IZ.

Proof. Set SP/Z= SP. Then Z(SP/E)=(5 Π P)/£ so Z(SP) < (5 Π P)/Z.

C £ ( P ) = C F O ( P ) = ( £ Π ^ 4 ) / Z , since P is transitive on the lines through Z on E

and J?o. On the otherhand if x<=NA(E) is of order 3 then Csr)P(x) = R and

[SΠP,x]=FQ, so as Cg(SP)=l, Z(SP) = [Z(SP),x]<F0. Therefore Z(SP)=
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Cyo(P)=(Ef]A)IZ.

(2.6) Choose notation as in (2.3) and set S=S/Z and A(S)=Aut (S)ICAnt(s)(S).
Then

( i ) S is the central product of two copies of the Sylow 2-group of Z/3(4).
(ii) S is an orthogonal space over GF(4 ) with (S, t)=0 if and only if

[j, ί ] = l and 5 singular if and only if s2=l. Aut (S) Π C(Z) preserves this
structure and CA(S)(Z)^ O4

+(4). A(S) is Z3χCA(s)(Z) extended by a field
automorphism of order 2, with O3(A(S)) inducing scalar action on S correspond-
ing to a generator of GF(4)*. C A u t ( s ) (S)= V=Sx U, where S ^ £7=
CV(O3(A(S))< Aut (S) and for s^Z*, the map s->CV(s<») is a CA(s)(Z)-iso-
morphism of S with the dual of U.

(iii) HIS^A5 and C#(S)_=ZeSyl2(CG(S)) and SeSyl 2(Q(S)).
(iv) i ί is irreducible on S as a GF{4 )-module.
(v) S is the sum of two natural modules for SjH^A^ as a Gί1(2)-module.
(vi) H<NG(S).

Proof. Let SQ=<E {\A,F{\A> and *Si=</, #>, where / is F o Π C(F Π -4).
Clearly 5 0 is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L3(4) and this also holds
for Sί as S1=IR and [i, Λ]=Z=Z(5 1) for i^I—Z. Moreover, S is the central
product of So and Sl9 proving (i). (i) implies (ii); the first two sentences of (ii)
are reasonably clear; we supply a proof of the rest. Let S=T1*T2 with, Ti^S0.
Let Em^Xu<Th ί,/e{l,2}. Each Ϊ E F ' acts faithfully on some Xijy say
X. As [>,S]<Z, ΐ GΞC(Z). This determines VjCv{X) in GL(X)^L4(2), and
we find V/Cv(X)<Elfi9 and hence | F | < 2 1 6 . On the otherhand in the split
extension of X ί7 by L4(2) there is C7ίjf with [Uijy Xi3_j]^l=Uijr]Ti=[UijiyiJl
[Uih Ti\<Z, and Uu^EAy where y ίy is of order 3 with CΓ,.(j;lV)=l. Embed
C7ί7 in Aut(5) by taking [Uij9 T3.t] = \ set C^=<t/0-: i,j>. [C/t y, t/f J <C(Tλ) f]
C(T2)=1 for (z',i)Φ(^ s), so J7 is elementary abelian. Similarly U^E2& and
I7ΠS=1. So US^E2™ and as | F | < 2 1 6 , V= US. Let y of order 3 with
<y>VIV=O3(A(S)). Then <3;>F/C7(Zt i )=< 3 ; ί i>F/Cy(XI ; ), so [y, t / ]=l and
hence C7= C7(y) < Aut(S). Finally Jet s G Z*. If s G 5 with [[/, 5] < <^>,
then as CAut(S)(#) is irreducible on S, [U, S] < <-2r>, a contradiction. Thus
I U: Cu(s(zy) I = 2 , completing the proof of (ii).

Since E<=Syl2(CG(E)), Z G Syl2(CG(S)). __CG(S) < NG(R)S and NS(R) =
EF€ΞSy\2(CG{EFIZ)Γ\N{R)) so 5eSyl2(CG(S)). Thus CE(S) = XZ, where
j?=O(C^(ιS)). By (1.7) X<Z(H). We have |PS/5 | = 4 and PSIS=[PS/S9u]9

when w is a 3-element in NA(S). So by (ii) together with (2.3) (v) and H=O2'(H),
we have H/S^A5. Therefore, (iii) holds.

By (ii) one of the following holds: HIS stabilizes a nonsingular 1-space of
S, H/S stabilizes a pair of complementary totally singular 2-spaces of S, or H/S
is irreducible on S. The first two cases do not occur because of (2.5). There-
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fore, (iv) holds, and (iv) implies (v). Finally, (vi) follows from (2.3) (iv) and

(1.7).

(2.7) Choose U£ΞNA(S) with \u\ = 3 and [£,n]=t=l, and let ytΞNH(R)ΓiC(u)
with | y | = 3 . Then u=xy±1, where \x\=3, x induces scalar action on S\Z as
an /^-module, and Z=\Z, x].

Proof. Z=[Z, u] andy^C(Z)y SO uΦy. Also, u acts on H and acts non-
trivially on PSjS. Hence u=xy* w th x of order 3 in C(H/S) and ί = ± l . By
(2.6) (v) i/<#> acts irreducibly on S/Z as an i^-module, so Schur's lemma
shows that x induces an FA scalar on SjZ.

(2.8) Let T0tΞSγ\2(NG(S)) and f o =Γ o /Z. Then

( i ) S = / ( f 0 ) ;
(ii) Γ0eSyl2(G); and
(iii) Z<Λ

Proof. By 2.6. iii, S=CTo(S). Thus if (i) fails there is a nontrivial el-
ementary abelian 2-subgroup U of AutG(S) with \U\>\S: Cs(U)\> which
is impossible from the structure of Aut(S) described in 2.6. ii.

Let gEΞNG(T0). We claim Zg=Z. Either Z=Z(T0), in which case the
claim is clear, or | Z: Z(T0) \ = 2 .

In the latter case, Z(T0)<Zg and Z^/Z(Γ0)<Z(Γ0/Z(Γ0)). But using (i)
and 2.6 (i), we see that Z/Z(Γ0)=Z(Γ0/Z(Γ0)). This proves the claim, and so
(ii) follows from (i).

(2.9) ( i ) Pnn={E,F$wnN<p)) has order 6.
(ii) P(ΞSγl2(CG(Ef)A)).
(iii) NG(P) is transitive on P(ΊΩ.

Proof. Let Γ G P Π Ω a n d ΰ a point of V. Conjugating by N(E)ΓiN(P)
we may take jBfΊSφl. Then Bf)S<E or Bf]S<F0 by (2.3) (ii). As each
elementary subgroup of N(R) of rank 6 is a plane through R, B<E or B<F0,
so V=(E ΓΊ A)B=E or Fo. Hence (i) holds.

Clearly P 6 Syl2(CG(£ Π A) Π N(E)). So if (ii) is false there is a 2-element
g(EN(P)nC(EDA) such that £ ^ Φ ^ . Therefore, iV(P) ( P n Ω ) =Λ or S6. Let
/=7V(P)nC(£n^). Then/( p n Ω >φl and is normal in Λ^(P)^nΩ>. So,Fp"Ω)>A6

and this forces S<I, a contradiction. This proves (ii). (iii) now follows from
(i), (ii), and the symmetry between E and Fo.

(2.10) Ω = EG.

Proof. See (2.9) and (2.3) (iii).

(2.11) Set K=O2(NG(P)). Then
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(i)
(») [y,K\<PO{K).
(iii) Pj{E Π A) is the natural module for KjPO{K).
(iv) E Π A is the natural module for KjPO(K)<,yy^A6.

Proof. Nκ(Eyno^A5, so by (2.9) K<pno> = A6. NK{E) ±(NK(E) (Ί
C(£ΠA))K P n a soKΦC K (EΠA)K p n Q . Hence KjCκ{EΠ;4)s*Λ acts naturally
on EΠA.

(KP)pna=P(NKP(R)Pna) while (NKP(R)pna)IO(K)R acts faithfully on i?Z,
and hence is a subgroup of £ 9 . Thus KP/PO(K) is a subgroup of A6 X i?9 or
of 3AβxZ3. Choosey as in 2.7. y<=NH(R)<N(E)<N(P), while by 2.6 parts
(ii) and (v), (E Π A)\Z= [P, E\Z\ < CP/Z(y) and CP/z(y) is a complement to R
in CS(Z). Thus [y,K]<PO(K), so PjEΓ\A is a faithful GF(4)-module for
K/PO(K), so KjPO(K)<GL3(4). Then as K/PO(K)<A6X£9 or 3ΛXZ3, the
lemma holds.

(2.12) Let PS>T0<=ΞSyl2(NG(S)). Then
( i ) T0eSyl2(G);
(ii) SP<T=T0ΠCf2(NG(P)), \T0: T\<2, and H
(iii) Z2(Γ)=ZΦZ(Γ);
(iv) F = { ί , F 0 } ; and
(v) P < Γ 0 .

Proof, fi) is just (2.8) (ii). (£Π^)/Z=Z(P5/Z), so £(Ίyl<Γ 0 . Thus
(v) follows from (2.9) (ii). By (2.11) and (1.7), 02(NG(P))=Ix0(C(R)) where
yG=.I is the split extension of P by As/Z3. Let J be the setwise stabilizer in
O2(NG(P)) of {£,.F0}. P 5 < Γ = Γ o n / e S y l 2 ( / ) , while with (2.11) (ii),
<y>(NA(S) f] N(P))O(C(A)) contains a Hall 2'-group of /, so J<N(S).
JIO2(J)O(C(A))^Z3xS3 with [^/]<O 2(/)O(C(^)), soJHISO(C(R))=S3xA5.
Of course JH=<X>TH. TJHIS<S3xS5, so | Γ 0 : Γ | < 2 . Hence (ii) and
(iv) hold. Finally J induces S3 on Z, so Z φ Z ( Γ ) . On the otherhand

)=:S while by (2.6) (i), Z{β\Z(T))=Z\Z(T). Hence (iii) holds.

(2.13) Let K=KT<x). Then i£ is the semidirect product of Nκ(^x}) with
5 and Nκ{^x)) is determined up to conjugation in Aut(S), so that the isomor-
phism class of K is determined.

Proof. Cs(x)=l and CK(S)=Z, so K is the semidirect product of Nκ(<^xy)
with S by a Frattini argument and we may regard K as a subgroup of W=
iVAut(5)«Λ » . Choose notation as in 2.6. ii and set W*—WjU. By 2.6. ii and
(v), and as the 1-cohomology of the natural module for A5 is trivial, U is transi-
tive on the complements to U in UH. Thus it remains to show K* is determined
up to conjugacy in W*, since Cu(H)=l.
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Let l(=T invert x with ?(=S and [H, t] < S. As CV*(f*)~4=l, t in-
terchanges the components of W*, and then as t inverts x, ί* is determined up
to conjugacy in W*. Then K*=E(Cw*(t*))<f*Xx*> is determined up to
conjugacy in W*.

(2.14) ( i ) There exists a unique subgroup Q of T isomorphic to the central
product of three quaternion groups and invariant under <j/>.

(ii) Q<HT.
(iii) \Ef)A:EnAf)Q\=2.

Proof. Let D=Suz. By (2.13) we may take HTζx><D. Set <«>=Z(Γ),
C=CD(z) and Q=O2{C). Then Q^(Q 8) 3 . Set C=Cl<β> and C* = CjQ.
Suppose JS<Γ with B^Q^B. Then £ ^ £ 6 4 , so | 5 * | > \Q: CQ(B)\. SO as
C*^Ω^(2) acts naturally on Q, £ 8 ^£*<O 2 (C C *(Z(Γ*)) with β* = Cc*(5*).
Suppose <j><ΛΓ(JB). Set Cc*(Z(T*))=i^* and K=K*\Z{T*). Then 5 is a
4-subgroup of ^ invariant under <χ>, so B=Z(Tk) for some ^eC^(^), or
£ * ^ Q 8 . As B*^ES) the first case holds. But then β* φC G (5*)^£ 1 6 . Thus
Q is uniquely determined.

As Q<C>HT, Q<HT. (QΓiS)IZ is an irreducible G^(2)-module of
S\Z of rank 4 for i//S, so (EΠAf]Q)IZ=CQf]s/z(P) is of order 2, and (iii)
holds.

(2.15) Set K=O\NG(P)) and <*>=Z(T). Then
( i )
(ii)

(ni)

Proof. T0<N(K) by (2.13) and T^Syl2(K) from the definition of T.
By (2.11) (iv), Z3(Γ) Π E Π ^ is a hyperplane of £ |Ί A. By (2.14) (iii), £ Π A Π 0
is a hyperplane of £ Π A in Z3(Γ), so (ii) holds. Then [Q, Z3(Γ) ΓΊ E Π -4]<<<^>,
so Q<O2(Cκ(z)) by (2.11) (iv). But Cκ(z) = O2(Cκ(z))Cκ«z,y», and for

2ndy^N(Qg)9 so Q-Q^ by (2.14) (i). Thus Q<Cκ(z).

(2.16) Set M=<TN^>. Then M/Q0(Z(M))«Ωg"(2) acts naturally on

Proof. Out (Q) ̂  Og (2) with i/Γ/Q a maximal parabolic of E(Out (Q)). So

by (2.15) (iii), OutM(Q)^Ω^(2). CM(Q)=O(M)<^> and by (1.7), O(M)<Z(M).

(2.17) ( i ) M is transitive on Zc<2) Π Q

(ii) iV(Z) Π C(^ ) is transitive on the C(#)-conjugates of Q containing Z.

Proof. (2.16) implies (i) and (i) implies (ii),

(2.18) ( i ) NG(Z)=HT0<x>O(NG(Z)) with HT<NG(Z).

If g^C(z) and m(QnQg)>l, then Q=Qg.
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Proof. Set X=N(Z), X=X\Z. Then by (2.8), S=J(T0), so S is weakly

closed in Nχ(S). We next show S to be strongly closed. If not by Corollary

4 of [5], there _is B<S and gϊΞ_X such that D=Bg^S and for d<=D-S,

m([S,d])<m(DJDf)S). But m([S, t])>2 for each involution ί e ϊ - S by

(2.6), so w(D/DnS)>l. Hence by (2.6) there is d^D-S with ifir[S,rf])=4,

so m(DIDnS)>4->m(T0IS)y a contradiction.

So S is strongly closed. Now by Goldschmidt's fusion Theorem [5], and the

action of H on S, SO(X)<X. By (1.7), S<X, so (i) follows from (1.7) and

(2.6).

Choose g as in (ii). Then as m(Qf)Qg)>l, we may take Z<Qg. So

by (2.17) we may take g^X. Now as Cx(z) = CH(z)T0O(N(Z)) with

[HT, O(C(Z))]=1 and Q<CH{z)TQy Q=Qg.

Set X = C(*), X -

(2.19) Q is weakly closed in X.

Proof. If gEΞX with QφQ*<iV(Q), then Qg^E6i, so as iV^(Q)*^O^(2)

or Ωi"(2) acts naturally on 0, m(Q Π Q )̂ > 1. This contradicts (2.18) (ii).

We can now obtain a contradiction. By (2.18) (ii), (2.19), and (1.10),

Q is strongly closed in CG(z). So by Goldschmidt's fusion theorem [5],

QO(X)<X. Then (2.16) and (1.8) imply O(X)=1, and M<X. By Theorem

2 in [11], and Theorem B of [10], we have ^AGy^Suz, which we are assuming

false.

3. Cox

In this section we assume A\Z{A)^G2{\) and obtain a contradiction; we

continue the notation in §1. In particular, let Aλ^SLz(A) be as in (1.4) and

<x>=Z(A1). Inaddition we set B=E(CG(x)) By (1.3) (iii) Z(A) = ί.

(3.1) B=3Suz, the covering group of the Suzuki group.

Proof. This follows from (8.14) of [3] and the result established in §2.

Since A1 is standard in B and R^Sγl2(CB(A1)) the entire analysis of §2

applies to the triple (R, Aly B), replacing (R, A, G). We will make use of the

subgroups Z, Ey F, P, Q, and T as defined in §1 or constructed in §2. Then

EΓ\A is the direct product of two long root subgroups of ^4(or A^. Let

B0=CB(z)\ for SCΞZ*. Then Q<B0 and S0/Q^ίV(2).

(3.2) Let I=NA(EΓiA).

(i) I=D(Jx<x», where D=O2(7) and J^SL2(4).

(ii) (Ef]A)=Z(D), DI(EΓιA) is elementary of order 43, and Dj{E{\A)
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is generated by the images of 3 short root subgroups.
(iii) Z(DJI(E Π A)) = UΛ(E Π A)) = UΛ(E Π A)I(E Π A) for UΛ a short root

subgroup.
(iv) [D,U*]=EΠA.
(v) IjD acts indecomposably on Dj{E Π A),
(vi) //D acts on DIUa(EΓϊA) as on the natural module for GL2(4).

Proof. These facts are elementary consequences of the Chevalley com-
mutator relations for G2(4).

(3.3) (i) E—(EΠA) is partitioned by the sixteen members of RGf)E=A.
(ii) N(E)=D(N(E) Π N(<x»). In particular N(E)ά = (N(E) Π N«tf»)Δ,

NB(E)A<N(E)A, and #*(£)* is GL2(4) acting on its natural module.
(iii) P=PD=O2(N(E) n C(E Π A))G Syl2(iV(£) Π C(£ Π -4)) and i* Δ = P Δ

is regular
(iv) Cϊ(E)=DCP{E)=DxR.

Proof, (i) is just (1.5) (i). X=N(E) (ΊiV(<>» is transitive on Δ, so
N(E)=X(N(E)f]N(R)). By a Frattini argument and (3.2) (i), N(E)f]N(R)=
DNX(R), so N(E)=DX. Now (ii) follows, and implies (iii) and (iv).

(3.4) ( i ) P=DP with D f) P=E Π A.
(ii) D=[P,x].
(iii) Z(P\(E n i4)) > U«R(E Π i4)/(S Π 4).

(iv) [P,P]<u«(EnA).

Proof. By 3.3) (iii), P=DP, while Z ) n P = C P f t ^ ( i ? ) = £ n i 4 . By (i),
[P,x]<D, while by (3.2), D=[D,x]9 so (ii) holds. / acts on CD/(EnA)(P), so
by (3.2), [E/Λ, P ] < £ n ^ . Of course [P}R]<E^A, so (iii) holds. Then (3.2)
(vi) implies [P, £)]< C/Λ(£ Π i4), while by (3.2) (ii), [D, D]<EΠ A, and by (2.11)
(iii), [P,P]<EΓiA. Hence (iv) holds.

(3.5) D = O2(CG(P)) e Syl2(CG(P)).

Proof. We first show that [D,P]=l. Choose Y<CG(x) such that
I Y\ = 3 , y is transitive on i?* and [i2, ̂ 4]—1 (for example y=<j/>, with j as in
(2.11)). Then 7X<Λ;> contains a subgroup Yλ of order 3 such that Y1<CG(A).
Then Yx acts on A [Yί9 D] = l and [yx, P ] - P . Therefore, [P, y i f Z)] = [P, O],
[yx, Z), P]=[ l , P] = l, and [D}P, YX]<[D, y j = l. By the 3-subgroups lemma,

Finally, CG(P)<CG(i2) so that CG(P) = C(P)ΠC(R) = CD(P)O(C(A)) =
DO(C(A)) by (1.7), so the lemma holds.

(3.6) Let 7\= ΓΠ JeSyl 2 (/), 70/(E Π i4)=C(T1) ΠZ)/B Π i4), and V=[V09 <x>].
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Then V contains a unique <#)>-invariant subgroup Qo such that Q0s*Q8 and

Z(Q0)=Z(Q).

Proof. The action of /X<#> on DI(Ef]A) is easily determined from the

Chevalley commutator relations. The group Vo is the product of E Π A together

with the product of two short root subgroups, where the short roots add to a

long root. Then V is the group generated by these two short root subgroups.

The group VjZ( V) ̂  E16 and Z( V)=Cv(x) is a long root subgroup. Since O>

acts without fixed points on F/Z(F), <#> stabilizes precisely five 4-subgroups

of Y/Z. Aside from the images of the two short root subgroups, there are

three subgroups each having preimage containing a unique <ΛJ>-invariant Qs and

having center of order 2 in Z(V)=Z. Since Z(Q)<Zy the result follows.

(3.7) ( i ) Γ<CG(Q0).

(ii) Q0Q is extraspecial of order 29.

(iii) QQ(=Syl2(CG(Q)).

(iv) B0<CG(Q0).

Proof. By (3.5) and the fact that PTX<T, we have T<N(V0). Since

also T<C{x), by (3.6), T<N(Q0). As <*>x T acts on Qo, we necessarily, have

(i). In particular, Q<C(Q0), proving (ii).

Let C=CG(Q) and suppose Qoφ Syl2(C). Consider ΛΓc<r>(Q0<r>)==iV, where

r^R*. First we claim that Qoζry has index at most 2 in a Sylow 2-subgroup

of N. So suppose otherwise and let Y=C f)Nf)C(r). Then \Cf]N:Y\<2

so<30O(Y)<Yand Y<C(Q)<C(EΠAΠQ). By(2.14)(iii), Y<DRO(C(A))<x>.

By (1.7) Y=(<xyO2(Y))xO(Y). Now ARΠ C(Q)<ARf)N(Q), so it follows

from (3.2) and YX=Y, that UΛ< Y. However, the commutator relations show

ί7Λ^iV(Q0), a contradiction. Therefore, the claim holds. We conclude that

NIQoζr} has a 2-complement of index 2.

Both N and Qoζr> are invariant under <Λ?>Xi?. By (1.7) and the above

claim we conclude that |ΛΓC(<»)| is divisible by 4. As Λ^«Λ:»/O(M<Λ;»)<

Aut(Suz), this is impossible. This establishes (iii).

To obtain (iv) consider the group C. If O(C) =j=l, the assertion follows

from (1.7) and the structure of Cox. Suppose O(C)=1. If £(C)=1, then

C=Q 0O> and (iv) holds. If £(C)φl , then O2\C)^SL2{q) for some ?=3,5

(mod 8) and [Qo, B0]<[O2'(C), £ J = 1 .

(3.8) Let F=NG(Q0QY~\ Then Q 0 Q<F and

Proof. By (3.7) <*>χβo<ΛΓG(QoQ). Let M=O2(NG(Q0Q)ICG(Q0QI<z»).

Then M<Ωs(2) and <ΛJ>X JB0 induces a subgroup M isomorphic to Z3xΩ^(2).

Easy arguments show that (Z3χΩ^(2))<ί>=M1 is maximal in Ωs"(2), where
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T inverts the Z3 factor and induces a transvection on the Ωi"(2) factor. It will
suffice to show that M contains such an element r and M>Mλ.

To get T, use the fact that NA{(jx)) contains an involution inverting x.
Thus MX<M. The argument in the first paragraph of the proof of (3.7) shows
that [V, T]<V. Since <*> acts irreducibly on F/Q0Z, [Vy T] < Q0Z < Q0Q.
Hence V<NG(Q0Q) and V induces on QQQJ^Z) & subgroup of M not contained in
Mx. This proves (3.8).

(3.9) NG(Q0Q)IQ0QO(NG(Q0Q)^Ωt(2).

Proof. Otherwise ζpcyχBQ

<\gy<CG(x), where g induces a transvection on
Q/<#>. On the otherhand NG«xy)IO(NG(ζxy)=Aut(Suz), so no such.£ exists.

(3.10) CF(Z) contains a normal subgroup S such that

( i ) S is special with Z(S)=Z, and S is the central product of three copies
of a Sylow 2-group of L3(4).

(ii) CF(Z)/S^ίle(2) has two noncentral chief factors on S/Z, both of
which are natural.

(iii) S is weakly closed in NG(S) with respect to NG(Z).
(iv) NG(S)ISO(CG(S))^S3x Ω6

+(2) and CF(Z)O(C(Z)) = NG(S) f] C(Z).

Proof. F acts on Q0Qj<izy as the natural module for Ωs"(2) and the
image of Z is a singular point. So NF(Z)IQ0Q is a parabolic subgroup of ΩJ(2)
isomorphic to QQ (2) on its natural module. Set U=CQoQ(Z) and S—O2(CF(Z)).
Then 1<Z<U<S<CF(Z) is a normal series with UjZ and SjU the natural
module for CF(Z)/S^ίV(2). That is (ii) holds.

Next S=C§(x) and S=S[S, x]. Moreover by 2.6, Bι=CB(Z)°° is a subgroup
of F acting as Ωi"(2) on SjZ as the sum of two natural modules, and S is the
central product of two copies of the Sylow 2-grouρ of L3(4). Also there is
g^CF(Z) with [S, x]<C$(xg)=Sg, so [S, x] is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-group
of L3(4). ^ As [S, *, £ J = 1, 5=[S, S]^C([ ί , Λ?]). Therefore (i) holds.

V=S/Z is elementary abelian and if g^N(Z) with Sg<F and SφS*, then
V*Vg and m{ys\V{\ Vg)=m{V\V{\ Vg)>m(VICv(Vg)), which is impossible by
(ii). Thus S is weakly closed in F with respect to N(Z).

Let /<Ξ QOQ—C(Z) be an involution. Then [Z,j] = z and [;, CF(Z)]<
CQ o Q(Z)<S, sojGiV(S) and <CF(Z),j>/S-Z2χΩ6

+(2). However from (i),
Out(S) is the extension of Z 3 χ0J(4) by a field automorphism, so as [Z,y]4=l,
j induces a field or graph-field automorphism, rand as j centralizes CF(Z)/S, it
is the former. In particular CF(Z)/S=E(Out(S)) (Ί C(j) is maximal in E(Out(S)),
so if NG(S)~ ΦCF(Z), then iVG(S)°°/S^Ω6

+(4). But then as RZ/Z and (E Π -4)/Z
are singular points in SjZ, RZ^{E[\A)N(^\ contradiction.
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So CF(Z)=NG(S)~y and hence by (1.7), NG(S)r\C(Z)=CF(Z)O(NG(S))<t>,
where either t=l or t induces a GF(4)-transvection on S/Z. In the latter case
t acts on ζj, Uy=Q0Qy and (3.9) supplies a contradiction. In particular the
second part of (iv) holds. In addition as S is weakly closed in F with respect to
N(Z), (iii) holds. There is an element of order 3 in A acting nontrivially on
Z, so by (iii) and a Frattini argument some 3-element in N(S) is nontrivial on
Zy so that the proof of (iv) is complete.

(3.11) ( i ) STO2(CG(Z)).
(ii) NG(S) contains a Sylow 2-group of G.

Proof. Claim S is strongly closed in N(S) with respect to C(Z). Assume
not. By 3.10, S is weakly closed, while V=S/Z is an elementary subgroup of
C{Zf=C{Z)\Z. So by Theorem 4 in [5] there is U < V and W= U8 < N( V) such
that m{[V,w\)<m(WIW{\V) for each w^W. But by 3.10, m([V,w])>4 for
each involution w£ΞN(V)IV, SO m(W\W[\ F)>4. As (N(V) Π C(Z)*)/F^Ω6

+(2)
has 2-rank 4, m(WIWf] V)=\ and WV\V=OIX\V) where X is the stabilizer of
a singular point of F. Now if zo^W—V then m(Cv(w))=S, so by symmetry
between V and Vg, m(W)>8. Thus m(Cv(W))>m(VΠ W)>4, impossible as
tn(Cv(W))=2.

So the claim is established. Now by Goldschmidt's fusion theorem [5]
and (1.7) and (3.10) (iv), (i) holds. Moreover if /GΞSyl2(ΛΓG(Z)), then Z=Z2(I),
so (3.10) (iii) and (i) imply (ii).

(3.12) Ltt QX = QOQ.

( i ) If g(ΞC(z) and m(Qx Π Qί)> 1, then Q^Qf.

(ii) Qι is weakly closed in a Svlow 2-subgroup of CG(#).

Proof. Suppose g^C(z) and /w(QiίΊQf)>l. By (3.8) we may assume
Z<QX Π Qί, and applying (3.8) to N(Qi) we may take g^N{Z). By (3.11) and
(3.10) CG(z)ΠN(Z)=CF(Z)φO(N(Z)) and by (1.7) [O(N/Z))y CF(Z)</>]=1.
Since C^Z^jyK^Q^ we conclude that g^NiQJ, proving (i).

To prove (ii), suppose^EC(^) and Q f ^ ^ Q i ) . By (3.9) QfQ1/Q1<Ω8

+(2).
If Qf dfzQly then by (i) m(Q1 Π Qf) = l, so (Qί Π Qi)/<^> is an anisotropic 1-space or
2-space. In the first case m(QίQ1jQ1)=7 and QiQ1/Q1 is a subgroup of Sp6(2),
while in the second case m(Qg

ιQJQ1) = 6 and QίQJQi is a subgroup of Oi"(2).
In either case we have a contradiction.

As in §2 we can now reach a contradiction. By (3.12) and (1.10), Q : is
strongly closed in CG(z), so by Goldschmidt's fusion theorem [5] Q^Qj(#))<]
CG(z). By (1.7) and (1.8) O(CGl(z)=l. Finally, (3.9) and Patterson's theorem
[9] yield G^Cou which we have assumed to be false.
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4. He

In this section we assume | Z(A) | is even. By (1.6) Z2 X Z2£*R<=Syl2(Z(A)).

(4.1) (i) N(E)/C(E) contains 3A6 and induces S6 on RGΠ E. Similarly for F.
(ii) There is an element g of order 3 and an involution y such that

(g,y)o*Sz and <(#, jθ> induces S3 on R.

Proof. By (1.6) N{E)fC{E) and N(F)/C(F) contain 3Λ By (1.7) N(E)<~>=
ELy where L^3A6 and <(#>—Z(L) acts as an outer diagonal automorphism of
A Now CA(g)^A5 and we may assume that F1=FΠ C^fe)e Syl2(Cy4(^)). Set
J=NL{Fx)<χSAxZz. Then

Let bars denote images in N(F)/C(F) and suppose iV(jF)=3^46. Thenand Z{EJ) = Z(N(F)). This forces <g> = Z(N(F)), whereas
[£, £ ] = £ . Consequently Λ^ί1) induces 5 6 on RG Π JF. By symmetry, (i) holds.
Consequently, N(E)Γ\N(R) induces S5 on i?GΠ £ - { # } . and (ii) follows.

(4.2) Let S=EFmdyGSιGSy]2(N(S)). Then either
(i) S^Sy^G) and SJS^E,, or
(ii) SJS^D, and £ ^ F in N(A).

Proof. Let S2=NSl(E). By 4.1, S2/S^E4. As £ and ί1 are the unique
elementary abelian subgroups of S of order 26 we conclude either S1/S^D8 or
S1 =:S2. In the first case E<=FN^ and as N(E) is transitive on J?G Π E, N(R) is
transitive on EGΓ\N(R), so E^FN(Λ) and (ii) holds. In the second case we
show S^J^), to conclude 5ΊeSyl2(G), so that (i) holds. If not there exists
£ 2 β^ U<S1 with [7 φ £ or F. Then

But by 4.1.i, the representation of AutG(£r) on E is determined and (*) forces
Autu(E)=AutF(E)y so that U< UE=FE=S.

(4.3) Sι^Syl2(G).

Proof. Suppose otherwise and let g^N(S1) — S1 with g2 G *SΊ. Then
5^4=5. Let Z = Z ( 5 ) = £ ' Π ^ . If Z*=Z, then ^ stabilizes the two element
set RG Π Z. So, for some s^Sly gs^N(R) and it follows that g^S^ Suppose,
then, that Zg

We have Z=S', so Z* = (£')*. By (4.2) | £ ^ n 5 | > 2 4 and so either
(£ 'ΠS)Z or (FgΠS)Z is elementary of order at least 25, say the former.
Therefore, (Eg Π 5 ) Z < £ or .F and Sg<N(E) or iV(F). Apply (4.2) to conclude
that Zg = (Sg)'<S. Now 5 Π S ' ^ C ( Z Z * ) and ZZg <E or JP. Since
|5^5: S\<4 we necessarily have | 5 Π ^ | = 2 6 and \SgS:S\=A. Then
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S Π Sg=E or F, so g(=N(E) or N(F). But this is not the case.

(4.4) (i) NG(S)ISO(C(S))^SsxSz or S3IZ2

(ii) The structure of Sλ is uniquely determined by \S1\=210 or 211.

Proof. Let A(S)=Aut(S)ICAvΛ(s)(SIZ(S)). As S<EΞSγl2(A) and
Syl2(Z(A)) with AIZ(A)^L3(4)y we may calculate in A to determine Z(S)=E (Ί F
is partitioned by

{R,P0}U{[E,s]:s(ES}

where R0=[Z(S),x] and * is of order 3 in NA(S)-Z(A). NG(S)^NG(Z(S)),
so NG(S) acts transitively on the two member set RG Π Z(S) = {i?, i?0} and
\NG{S): N(R) Π JVβ(5)| = 2 = |Aut(5): iVAut(s)(i?)|. Out A u t ( / I ) (5)« S 3 x S 3 «
A(SIR) and NMS)(R) is isomorphic to a subgroup of A(SjR), so A(S)^S3\Z2

and ΛΓ^CR)« 5 3 X 53. Outw ( £ ) (5) at 5 3 X S,, so (i) holds.
Let ΓeSyls(il<ff>niV(S)), and choose Γ so that Si=SNSl(T). CS{T)=

l=C(T)f\CAut(s)(SIZ(S)) as Z1 is irreducible on S/Z(S). Thus the product is
semidirect and NSl(T)<A{S)s*S3lZ2. Next by 4.2, NSi(T)^Ei or Z)8) and in
the former case NSl{T)<N(E). Thus l ^ ^ 1 0 or 2", TNSi(T)=NAis)(E) or

), and 5ΊΓ, and hence also 5^ is uniquely determined by |<SΊ|.

(4.5) ( i ) Sj is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-group of He or Aut(iϊe).
(ii) Sj contains a unique extraspecial 2-subgroup Q of order 27 with

Z(Q)=Z(S1).
(Hi) Q<N(E)ΠN(F).
(iv) 5,/Q^Z)8 or ZV
(v) Q

Proof, (i) follows from (4.4) and the fact that the results obtained so far
apply to He and Aut(iίe). In particular we can embed Sx as a Sylow 2-group
of Gx=He or Aut(iϊe). Let <^>=Z(51), C=Cβι(z), and Q=O2(C). Then
(iii), (iv), and (v) follow from the structure of Gx. Moreover CjQ^L3(2) or
PGL2(7), with E{CjQ) acting on F=Q/<s> as the sum of the natural module
and its dual. In particular this forces F=JΓ(5/<s», so Q is unique, and (ii)
holds.

(4.6) Let <z>=Z(Q), X=E or F, and Ix=G2'(C(z)nN(X)). Then
( i )
(ii)
(iii)
(iv) Y=<IB,IFy<N{Q).

Proof. By (4.1) and (1.7) O2'(iVG(Z)) = Z^56/Z3/£'64, and £(L/X) acts

naturally on X In particular Ix=CL(z)^Eu(SixZ2). As 5,
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(ii) holds. By (4.5) (v), m(XnQ)<4 and by (4.5) (iv), m(X/XΠQ)<2, so

(iii) holds. By (Hi), QX/X^E^ so as L/Z^56/Z3, NL(QX)jX^Z2χSA. As

<zy=Z(QX), <z><NL(QX), so IX=NL(QX). Hence (iv) holds.

(4.7) ( i ) Y/Q^L3(2).

(ii) Q/<#> is the sum of the natural module for YjQ and its dual,

(iii) N(Q)IQO(N(Q))^L3(2) or PGL2(7).

Proof. By (1.7) we may take O(N(Q)) = ί. Embed S1 in Gx as in 4.5, and

adopt the notation of that lemma. Let V1 and V2 be the two i?(C/Q)-chief

factors in V—Q/^zy. Then EQjQ centralizes a hyperplane Eλ of V1 and a

point £ 2 of V2, with ^ ^ 2 = [ F , £]. As [£, Q ] < £ Π Q=£Ί6, EXE2=(E Π ©)/<*>.

In particular each member of E—Q induces an involution of type a2 on F, and EF

induces automorphisms in Ω£"(2) on V. Therefore Y—ζEγ> Fγy induces

automorphisms in n&(2)^A8 on V. EFQ = S1Γ\YQ with EFjQ^Ds and

Y=O2\Y) = O2(Y), so YQIQ^A6, A7, or L3(2). However there is one class

each of ^46's and A7's and two classes of L3(2)'s in A8. As the involutions in

EFQ/Q are of type a2y we conclude (i) and (ii) holds. Similarly as S1IQ^D9

or D16 and Y/Q^L3(2) is a transitive subgroup of NG(Q)°°IQ<A8, (iii) holds.

(4.8) Q is strongly closed in Sλ with respect to C(z).

Proof. By (4.5) (ii), Q is weakly in S, with respect to C(z). Set N(Q)=,

N(Q)IQO(N(Q)) and C(s)* = C(^)/<«>, so that F = Q * ^ £ 6 4 . Assume Q is

not strongly closed. By (2.4) of [12], there exists g<=C(z) such that, setting

L=<Q,Q*>, B=NQ{Q% D = QgΓ)N(Q), and I=QPιQg, the following hold:

(1) L/BD^L2(2n), Sz(2n), or A . , m odd;

(2) SZ>/7 is the sum of natural modules for L/BD; and

(3) ZφZλ

m{D)<m{S) = 2. But by Corollary 4 in [5], m([V, d]) < m(D)Jor each

d<=D-I, while by (4.7), m([V}s])>2 for each s e E ^ - Q . _Hence m(D)=2 and

m{[Vyd])=2 for each d^D-L By (4.7) it follows that D<E(N(Q)) and that

[D, 7]=CV(Z>) i s of r a n k 3. But £ = [ Q , F]7, so 5*=CF(D) is of codimension

at most 2 in V, a contradiction.

(4.9) (i) Q

(ii) C

Proof. By 4.8 and Goldschmidt's fusion theorem [5], Q0(C(z))<C(z).

By (4.7) and (1.8) O(C(z))=l. If C{z)=Y, then by [4],'<?«#«, contrary to

our assumption that G is a counter example to the Main Theorem. So (4.7)

completes the proof.

(4.10) GΦO2(G).
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Proof. All involutions in EF are fused to z or r^R* in NG(E) and NG(F).

All involutions in Y are fused into EF under Y. But by (4.9) (ii) | Sx | = 2 U , so

as RGf]Z(S) is of order 2, \S1ΠN(R)\=210. In particular some involution

t^S1ΠN(R)—Y induces a graph-field automorphism on A. Then [R,t]=l

and CA(t)IR^E9Qs. Then jfi3(CG(ί))>l, so by (4.9) t^zG. Hence if (4.10)

is false, t^rG by Thompson transfer. As [R, ί] = l, this contradicts (1.1).

As G is simple, (4.10) yields a contradiction. This completes the proof of

the Main Theorem.
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